Tracking a region-of-interest (ROI) in a video is still a challenging task. Various high level applications rely on tracking. e.g, motion picture indexing, object recognition, video surveillance, audiovisual postproduction etc. Initially ROI is defined in a reference frame and the purpose is to determine the ROI in subsequent target frames in video sequences. The region was detected by determining the similarity measures between the reference and the target frames. Similarity measures between the frames are determined using two classical methods like sum of squared differences(SSD) and sum of absolute differences(SAD). This paper deals with the method of ROI tracking in video sequences by estimating the colour and geometric features between the frames and the similarity measures was determined using the Kullback-Leibler Divergence. The increase of description features improves the accuracy. Their combination leads to high dimensional PDFs. Tracking experiments were performed on several standard video sequences and its efficiency was proved.
INTRODUCTION
Region-of-interest tracking is a very depth level research area. ROI tracking is an important problem in the field of object based on video processing. When a physical object appears in several consecutive frames, it is necessary to identify its appearance in different frames for the purpose of processing.
The colour and geometric features between the reference and the target frames are the two aspects of similarity measures which is used for ROI tracking. The colour histogram of the object was made in the colour based probabilistic ROI tracking [5] . This model compute the colour similarity between the frames. Sum of squared differences(SSD) and sum of absolute differences(SAD) are the two classical methods which is used to find the motion compensation error(MSE) between two consecutive frames [2] . These methods have strict constraint, since the underlying residual is computed with deterministic pixel to pixel correspondence between the reference and target regions. Therefore it is not adapted to complex motions.
An alternative way for real time tracking of non-rigid objects seen from a moving camera based on the mean shift(MS) iterations and finds the most probable target position in the current frame [3] . The dissimilarity between the frames is expressed by a metric derived from Bhattacharyya coefficient. Some of the object tracking approaches combine two tracking methods by overcoming their respective disadvantages. The rapid model change in SSD tracker is overcome by the MS tracker module, while the inability of MS tracker to handle large displacement is circumvented by the SSD module [7] . Different features were integrated into the ROI PDF model using Gabor or wavelet filters [10] . In 2-D Gabor wavelets, 2-D mesh and a 2-D golden section algorithm based on object tracking method, the GWT coefficient used to represent the local colour features and it is able to track objects in a video sequence with large deformations.
The increase of description features improves accuracy their combination leads to high-dimensional PDFs. There exist efficient method to estimate multivariate PDFs using Parzen windowing [6] . Due to fixed cardinality of the data set, a limitation known as the curse of dimensionality appears: as the dimension of the domain of definition of the PDFs gets higher the domain sampling gets sparser. Hence the resulting PDF is oversmoothed. The combination of colour and geometric features improves the tracking accuracy [4] . This paper deals with the colour feature extraction using the colour histogram model, and the geometric feature extraction using the moment invariant analysis. Moment invariants are evaluated as feature space for pattern recognition in terms of discrimination power and noise tolerance [8] - [9] . Geometric moment invariant produce a set of feature vectors that are invariant under shifting, scaling and rotation which is widely used to extract the global features for pattern recognition due to its discriminative power and robustness.
Similarity measures based on the KNN PDF estimator is only adapted to high dimensions the resulting entropy estimator appears to be accurate in both low and high dimensions [1] - [13] . We use an estimator for Kullback-Leibler divergence efficient for high dimensional PDFs. The distance is expressed from the samples using the Kth nearest neighbour framework(KNN).
PROPOSED WORK
The flow chart of the ROI tracking algorithm is shown in Fig.1 . The reference frame and target frame from the video frames is selected first. Then the particular region-of-interest is selected from the reference frame and the (Y,U,V) colour feature was extracted. The colour and the geometric features are extracted form the reference and the target frame. Finally, the Kullback leibler Divergence is used for finding the similarity measure between the reference and the target frames. 
Colour feature extraction
Normally all the video sequences are in (R,G,B) format. They are converted into (Y,U,V) format. The components of the feature vectors were normalized as follows: Y,U, and V were rescaled into the interval [0,1] and the coordinates (x,y) were rescaled into [-1,1], both the ROI and the candidate regions, the origin being located at the centre of the bounding box region. Tracking was performed with IR being set to I1 while IT was successively equal to It = 2,3,4… When searching for the ROI in frame It, the search area was empirically limited to ± 12 pixels horizontally and vertically around the position of the center of the ROI computed in frame It-1.
A well-known density estimator is the histogram., the (onedimensional) histogram is defined as, nh x f 1 ) ( (number of X in the same bin as x) (1) where n is the number of pixels with value X in the image, h is the bin width and x is the range of data. Two choices have to be made when constructing a histogram. First, the bin-width parameter needs to be chosen. Second, the position of the bin edges needs to be established. Both choices affect the resulting estimation.
Geometric feature extraction
The geometric features are extracted using the moment invariant analysis. In image processing, computer vision and related fields, an image moment is a certain particular weighted average (moment) of the image pixel's intensities, or a function of such moments, usually chosen to have attractive property or interpretation. Image moments are useful to describe objects after segmentation. There are two types of moment invariants. They are region based and contour based. Here contour based moment was applied. This moment invariants are used for computer vision applications, remote sensing, medical imaging, trademark identification, insect identification and pattern recognition. Normally the moment invariants are described as follows: 
Similarity measures
Let IR be the reference frame in which the ROI is defined and IT is the target frame in which the ROI is determined using the similarity measures. The amount of similarity is given by the geometric transformation ) , ( min arg
Where DKL is the Kullback Leibelr divergence between the reference and the target frames. Normally similarity measures are determined in two ways. They are colour based and geometry based. The colour based method checks if the regions have similar colours and the geometry checks if these colours appear at the same location.
Colour based similarity measures
One of the colour based similarity measure used for tracking is Bhattacharya distance.
Another widely used similarity measure is the KullbackLeibler distance
This equation can be decomposed as follows
Where H is the differential entropy and HX is the cross entropy, also called relative entropy or likelihood.
Geometry based similarity measures
Geometry can be added by using transformation , which represents a motion model, to compute the pointwise residual between the reference and the target frames. A function of residual can serve as a similarity measure, classically in the discrete framework, SSD
Or function used in robust estimation such as SAD or differentiable approximation of SAD
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This algorithm had been tested on several video datasets. The appearance of the object and its background keep changing during almost all the time. The exciting results are obtained in most experiments. Here three video sequences are used to test the ability of the algorithm to track object deformations and shifts. Only the first frame in every 30 frames is used to force the motion and deformations to be large. In the first frame, a rectangle is interactively selected by the user. Although the user specifies a rectangle to cover the object to find the feature point selection, all the feature points are located inside the object. The experiments also prove that the tracking algorithm is very efficient.
Experiment-I
This video sequence consists of 174 frames and 29.966 frames per second. Here the window size is changed to 80X80. This will result more tracking accuracy than the previous video. Fig.2 . shows the tracking results of the particular ROI. Frame 90
Frame 120 Fig.3 . ROI tracked in frame 1,30,60,90,120.
3.2Experiment-II
This video sequence consists of 103 frames and 29.96 frames per second. Here the window size is changed to 80X80. Fig.4 . shows the tracking results of the particular ROI. The tracking accuracy improvement in the video samples was compared using the Kullback Leibler divergence between the frames. Minimum values of divergence denote better tracking in the video frames. 
CONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach for tracking the region-ofinterest (ROI) used by the combination of (Y,U,V) colour features with the moment invariant geometric features. Here the similarity measures are determined by using Kullback-Leibler divergence. Experiments proved that ROI was perfectly tracked with high accuracy. In future tracking will be done using Bregman divergence [11] and the geometric features are extracted using Gabor wavelets. This work can be further extended to track more than one object in video sequences.
